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Journey Map

The journey map should give us a basic understanding of the current process,  
including identifying pain points, bright spots and opportunity space. 

*This is not a reflection of user feedback, this is designer critique.
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Journey Maps - Desktop
Basic Registration + Buyer Extension

Basic Registration + Seller Extension

*Clicking on the maps will take you to box location

https://ebay.box.com/s/6mjj2a5jjmt9z1l9vjalch5jhgy0g034

https://ebay.box.com/s/ubefq450c5vd3fr70d4ul8v27525kkg6
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Journey Maps - Desktop
FPA Registration for Buyers

FPA Registration for Sellers

*Clicking on the maps will take you to box location

https://ebay.box.com/s/y9wgkxnqgva18i32hpnvse4tfmi46c01

https://ebay.box.com/s/jg6muhyllifyguwontirbfo3rltxzdau
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eBay Landing Page

Journey Map

I realize you cannot see anything on those Journey Maps, 
So lets dig in!

• The text fields are consistant.
• The page is simple.
• The use of tabs can add an extra step and is unnecessary.
• The Register button is always active even if the required fields have not been filled out.
• At this stage, we still do not know what kind of customer the user will be.
• Why are the user’s First and Last Name fileds after password?
• Why are we entering in Email twice but not re-confirming the password?
• There is nothing that holds the user accountable for having at least glanced at the 
Privacy Notice.
• There is nothing on the screen that makes me feel excited about about joining eBay.
• Nothing on the page the suggests a specific feeling of eBay.
• There is no ability to autofill through eBay.
• The has no other way of creating an account,
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Journey Map - Individual

There are 3 major screens:

Register Username Address

First, we will look at individual screens…
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Journey Maps - Individual

Empty Space

Registration Page Overview

Tabs

Consistent Form Fields 

Why is this here?

Always Enabled Button

Name Placement

Email Twice

No Password Confirmation

Accountability to Read?

Who Would Know?

Only Manual, No Autofill

Just M
ove D

ow
n The Page

Inconsistent Check Box

Lack of Feedback
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Journey Maps - Individual
Registration Page Topics

Tabs can add extra steps.

The Register button is always active, even if the required fields have not been filled out.

+1

But I know its possible because …

The First and Last Name fields are after password.

Click!!

What about all 
these other places

it could go?
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Journey Maps - Individual
Registration Page Topics

Entering Email twice but not re-confirming the password.

x2

You can’t even see password

but still only x1.

There is nothing that holds the user accountable for having at least glanced at the User Agreement or Privacy Notice.

There is no ability to autofill through eBay.

etc…

“I am a slave to 
my keyboard!”
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Journey Maps - Individual
Registration Page Topics

There is nothing on the screen that makes me feel excited about about joining eBay and nothing on the page that suggests a specific feeling of eBay.
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Journey Maps - Individual
Registration Page Topics

 There is nothing that shows what is required, until you have already clicked the Register button.

The Show checkbox is inconsistent, the design does not match the new skin and a checkbox in a textfield is not standardized.

eBay Skin for Ungrouped Checkboxes
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Journey Maps - Individual
Registration Page Topics

3D tabs is outdated and inconsistent with new skin.

Lack of user feedback upon data entry.

eBay Skin for Tabs

Unnecessary graphic

No Confirmation No Confirmation Password Strength

Confirmation

No Confirmation No Confirmation
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Journey Maps - Individual
Username Page Overview

Empty Space

Complication

Floating Footer

Spacing

Confirm To More Action

Who Would Know?

Suggested Username
Call to Action

The OR
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Journey Maps - Individual
Username Page

The confirmation is misplaced due to a next follow up step.

The spacing between pieces is awkward.

The use of the —or— is inconsistent and creates an over complication of the process.

But you still 
need to do this!

Why is nothing grouped?

Where did this come from?
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Journey Maps - Individual
Username Page

The button being removed from the bottom of the card causes confusion.

The footer needs to be at the bottom of the screen.

The username either does not have enough emphasis put on it or too much. Plus we generate odd personal usernames.

The Blue Button should be at the bottom…

It should be the last action on the page.

Negative Space

It is bold, BUT do I focus on this,

Or this, 

Or this. Which mattes the most?
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Journey Maps - Individual
Address page Overview

Empty Space

Collecting Again?
Phone Toggle

All Caps?

Who Would Know?

No Address Standardization

Always Enabled Button

No Help Filling In

Lack of Auto Update

Disappearing Labels
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Journey Maps - Individual
Address page

Card title in all caps.

User asked for phone again, despite it possibly having been collected during registration.

Language not dynamically directional for this aspect of the current process.

Why is it yelling at me? There is 
no reason for all caps.

Phone is required on the 
Address page, but must be 
entered even if phone has 
previously been entered.

This has no life and is not contextual 
to the different parts of the process it 
shows up in.


Think PPA to FPA vs straight to FPA
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Journey Maps - Individual
Address page

Continue button enabled, even though required fields not filled out.

Does not standardize address.


But I know its possible because …

Nothing to make sure, it is the best address possible and meets postal standards.
Example of Address Standardization
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Journey Maps - Individual
Address page

Labels disappear when the user starts to type.

There is no auto update functionality to support the user.


No longer have 
label for this field

But many sites support auto update to make it 
easier for the user
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Journey Maps - Chunk

A chunk is a group of screens that make up a part of the process.
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Journey Maps - Chunk
Sign In to Register Tab

When a new user wants to Register, they should not have to go 
through the Sign In Tab. 


First Time Users (FTUs) can click the Register link in the top left-hand 
corner — this assumes that user will use this method to create an 
account.

Why does there need to be a difference between signing in and 
registering? Registering is the first time a new user is signing in, they 
do not need be separated by tabs.

We do not know enough about a user by the time they have clicked a 
button that requires them to register, but sends them to Sign In.

etc…
FTUX

Sign in
This computer 
has never logged 
anyone in before

Registration
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Journey Maps - Chunk
Post Registration FPA Process; 
Comparing Buyers and Sellers

Buyer’s Extension to FPA

Seller’s Extension to FPA

Right after registration, the user has to jump back into Address while 
trying to buy or sell.

Address is not contextual for either flow.

Reg.

ebay

It’s the always the 
same, and it hasn't 
been updated in a 
long time



Journey Maps - Chunk
Homepage After Registration

Lack of customization for users after registration 

Users who register before any transaction takes place leave and return 
to the same page. Basically registration is sandwiched between the 
same screen. This should not be happening. We should strive for a 
more personalized experience once the user registers.
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Journey Maps - Chunk
Entry Points

Homepage to Reg

Item Page to Reg

Lack of incentive to complete registration.

When the user enters registration from the homepage, they have no 
eBay driven incentive towards completion. Of course, users have their 
own motivations, but eBay does not give them more than their own 
intentions


When the user enters through view item, they have the incentive of 
being able to purchase the item, but wanting to buy something should 
be the cause, not the incentive.

ebay

Having to jump right back into registration after registration completion seems redundant. 




Journey Maps - Holistic

The holistic view is looking at the whole flow to identify 
problems rooted across the entire experience
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Journey Maps - Holistic
Top Points Identified

ebay

Unnoticed 
Most people don’t notice this process (sampled interviews), but is it a good thing that this process isn’t noticed? 
Why are we not creating an enjoyable experience?

We are not utilizing registration as the first touchpoint into the ebay experience.


Splitting account types due to address 
Does the friction caused by using PPA and FPA outweigh not having address in registration?


Friction 
It is very intrusive, and creates friction.  
Transaction sellers registration interrupts the listing flow to create an account, this makes it easy to drop-off.


There is no incentive to create an account 

What incentive do people have to sell on eBay over something like Craigslist, Amazon or Etsy? 

There is nothing that makes the user feel that registration helps them be a better seller. 

It feels like something they have to do, rather than something they would want to do. 

Transactional buyers registration creates an account when users are ready to buy something, which gives some 
incentive, except for the fact that guest checkout undermines the motivation.


Misleading functionality

Why are we even showing the selling functionality if it isn’t possible until account creation?

Why are we not directing the user to a buying or selling flow, if neither are possible without an account?


Lack of design and identity

The process does not keep up with modern ideas of design, user identity or company identity.



Journey Maps - Holistic
8 Key Themes

Transitioning In And Out 
Currently, almost nothing changes between coming and leaving registration. During a non-transaction registration flow the user sees almost no difference between the 
homepage they left and returned to. This minimizes the opportunity of customization for FTUs and forming a connection between the site and user from registration. This 
should increase users staying on eBay after their primary task, allowing eBay to form a stronger relationship by directing users with exciting, gamified secondary tasks.  

Scalability  
Currently, registration has three major screens, with no real scaling capabilities. Registration needs to be a platform to adapt and change as needs and registration intake 
changes. There are many functionalities, building towards an experience, that would be buried in account settings if not highlighted in registration. Therefore, with a well 
organized and placed set of intake and information fields, we can create a personal experience, rather than a perfectly standardized/sterile flow.  
Options including but not limited to: Address, Security options, Source options, Account linking, Interests, Expertise, Purpose, and Confirmation. 

User Feedback 
Users wants to know that they are making progress, and every click/tap matters, so every field needs to give the user something so they know that they are good to move 
forward, without second guessing themselves. This increases confidence and minimizes cognitive load. For instance, why would the register button be enabled if not all the 
mandatory fields are filled out? Let’s do something about it. Even something as simple as a checkmark could be an easy field validation that creates a smoother flow. 

Directionality 
There is always a struggle of how much to show at any given time, balancing simplicity and transparency. The registration process is splitting personal information from 
address information in order to standardize the process. It is only asking the bare minimum, but it is all on the same two pages. The point is that users could be guided, 
even if everything is on the same page, breaking down what needs to be done at that moment in time. Finding the right balance beats a minimalistic, one-sided approach.  

Incentivize 
If there is no reason to register other than to buy or sell, then we are not giving users enough of a reason to register, Registration is the first step towards building a 
relationship with the user, but users need something to entice, intrigue, enhance their experience in order to want to sign up. Otherwise, we are just forcing them. 

Getting To Know The User  
How can we fully commit users if we don’t know anything about them? Though registration should not be drawn out, the answer is quality. eBay should not rush a person 
through a process, if we can win a user over during the process. That’s not saying it has to be everything to everyone, but going back to the idea that registration should be 
a platform that grows and adapts, our current registration should not be pushing users through without collecting useful information. Registration can include more about the 
person, supporting future eBay growth and opportunities. 
Including but not limited to: Interests, User type, Reason for coming to eBay, Demographics, and Online shopping experience. 

eBay Identity 
Just because the eBay logo is on the screen, does not mean that eBay’s identity has been broadcasted to the user. In fact, having the eBay logo on the badly designed, 
plain, standardized page makes eBay look like they have no personality and representative attitude or position. We are pushing more users away by being bland, instead of 
focusing on a user market segment. 

Getting It Done 
At the end of the day we are still not keeping up with functionality that would allow us to reduce the registration process and get people into the buying and selling process 
faster. Cough, cough, social networks, progressive profile building, mobile technologies, and more. 
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